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Since the advent of digital technology, scales have evolved to become ever more accurate.  They
are used in a variety of businesses and are designed to weigh a wide variety of items.  There are
also many options available today.  So many, in fact, the business owner could often use an expertâ€™s
help in choosing the right scale.

Shipping Scale

A shipping scale (also called a postal or bench scale) can be useful for almost any business. While
they were always found in post offices and courier companies, they've since found their way into the
front offices and warehouses of many types of businesses â€“ even into home offices.

The term â€œshipping scaleâ€• can mean different things to different people. There are so many types
available today. All have a similar function but offer different features. You may or may not need all
the features that a high end model comes with, so experts caution you to make sure you buy a
shipping scale that is right for you and your business.

The first thing you have to decide on is how much weight you need the shipping scale to hold.
Digital shipping scales can take any where from 6 lbs to 2000 lbs.  Digital scales come with LCD
screens and the size of the screen is another option to consider.

Floor scale

A floor scale is a common type of scale used in industry, where reliability and durability are a must.
Warehouses, freight companies and other industrial companies need a reliable floor scale that will
keep accurate records of their loads.

A floor scale comes in many different types. According to the experts, they should be guaranteed to
be heavy duty and provide accuracy in measurement.  A floor scale can be used for many
applications. Warehouse shipping, weighing drums and pallets, and weighing livestock are just a
few.

Medical Scales

Medical scales are manufactured specifically for hospitals, medical centers, and doctorsâ€™ offices.
They are designed for a variety of purposes, from weighing babies to measuring body fat. Today,
medical scales are also available to accommodate wheelchair patients, stretchers, and immobile
patients who must be lifted. These specialized medical scales enable health practitioners to get
more accurate information about patients who cannot easily be weighed by traditional scales.

When choosing medical scales, experts advise you to check whether the scale is medically
approved. Medically approved scales are designed for use in medical and clinical settings. Those
that are non-medically approved may be found in spas, gymnasiums, or for home personal use.

Scales for all uses have been shifting from standard mechanical systems to digital or electronic
ones. These newer scales improve the accuracy of weight measurements.  No matter what your
business todayâ€™s scales offer far more options and higher accuracy.
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